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My reconstruction of early Duffus Castle is generally
based on the topography of the modern landscape,
but in order to interpret the castle’s original situation
as an island fortification, I referenced flood plain data
maps obtained from SEPA. These maps suggest what
might have been the high-water mark of Loch Spynie.
Duffus could have either been an island castle, or a
promontary connected to the mainland by a narrow
causeway which I have illustrated.
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On the outside of the bailey, I have shown small plots
for growing food or rearing livestock suggestive of
how an island castle might have sustained itself. This is
also conjectural and an attempt to add life to the scene
for illustrative purposes rather than based on any firm
evidence.
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The location of buildings and structures within the
bailey are entirely conjectural. I have suggested an
assortment of dwelling houses, workshops, a small
chapel being built, hall, kitchens and stabling or
coralling for horses, pigs and goats.
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A timber tower?
Apart from what we can positively identify
from the physical form of the motte-andbailey earthwork, a challenge to making this
reconstruction is that we have no evidence to
indicate what the early timber castle at Duffus
actually looked like. I have interpreted a very
basic structure on the summit of the motte - a
two-storey timber tower with a bretasche (a
projecting upper floor) with a pyramidal roof of
shingle tiles. The only thing we can be certain
of is that it would have been surrounded by a
palisade or vertical timber pales.
Freskyn was an engineer and its is likely he
was capable of building a tower here of some
reasonable status but it is difficult to agree on its
exact function. It most certainly provided a place
of final refuge if the castle fell under attack. It
may have served as a lookout or watchtower.
Most castles like this were set up as centres of
local administration and a place where taxes were
collected. So, it may have simply been a place to

safeguard money and valuables, or perhaps even a
gaol to lock up prisoners?
I somehow find it unlikely that these towers
provided accommodation. Such comforts would
surely be found in a more spacious hall house
located in the bailey equipped with large open
hearths. There is a strong tradition of halls
on top of mounds in Scotland - for example,
Castlehill of Peebles, and Castlehill of Strachan
(R. Oram). This concept influenced an earlier
draft of my reconstruction at Duffus. However,
I have recently been persuaded that Freskyn may
have followed the lines of similar castles found in
‘Normanised’ areas of England and Wales where
these structures could be considered a balance
between security and making a bold statement.
Either way, we have no way to be sure what really
stood on top of the motte and Duffus, but this
is the interpretation that I feel most comfortable
with.

Timeline of the early castle

Malcolm IV

1292 - 1296

Robert I
Robert the Bruce

1280 - 1350

1305
Castle is possibly rebuilt (a second timber castle?)
1297
Castle burned by the Scots (The Cheynes side
with the Comyns in support of Edward I)

1390 - 1406

The Sutherlands
1350 - 1705

1350
Stone castle replaces the earlier timber castle and passes to
Nicholas Sutherland, second son of the 4th Earl of Sutherland,
and a distant descendent of Freskyn
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Robert III

1371 - 1390

Guardian heads
of state rule during
David II’s infancy

Sir Reginald Cheyne

1280
Duffus passes to Sir Reginald de Cheyne
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Freskyn (Freskin) / de Moravia
1150 - 1280

1130
Freskin defeats Óengus (Angus) at Stracathro
marking the surpression of the Kingdom of Moray
by King David I

1249 - 1286

1214 - 1249

1165 - 1214

1151
David I visits Duffus
1140
First castle probably built around this time
(a timber motte-and-bailey castle)
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Duffus Castle - remains of the later stone tower
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